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QUESTION 1

When teams use relative estimating, an important outcome of this technique is: 

A. Clarity from discussing discrepancies in estimating to uncover assumptions 

B. Consensus with the tech lead on accurate estimates 

C. Eliminating outliers and adopting the most common estimate 

D. Increased velocity by agreeing on higher estimate values 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A team has been delivering a steady stream of small value increments and has completed several solution components,
with some still remaining. The solution owner examines the reactions to the delivered components from customers, and
decides that the need has been met and the remaining potential components won\\'t deliver enough additional value to
justify doing them. The solution owner will: 

A. Request Strategy Horizon input about what action to take 

B. Accept the work is complete and cancel remaining work 

C. Fully document the working initiative 

D. Ask the team to come up with new, more valuable, solution components for the initiative 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

While using Kano Analysis to determine what features to include in the MVP, the delivery team decides to include
characteristics which if omitted will cause intense dissatisfaction. A team member indicates that these are referred to
as: 

A. Performance characteristics 

B. Threshold characteristics 

C. Minimum characteristics 

D. Excitement characteristics 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.agilealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AgileExtension_V2-MemberCopy.pdf (74) 
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QUESTION 4

The organization has a history of delivering products that often don\\'t resonate with potential customers. After some
discussion, the team decides to address this challenge by developing: 

A. Metrics and KPIs 

B. Personas 

C. Project plan 

D. Customer call center 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.agilealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AgileExtension_V2-MemberCopy.pdf (51) 

 

QUESTION 5

The team is prioritizing stories in the backlog and discussing the elements that result in a well-structured, actionable
backlog. They identify the following as a central consideration: 

A. Accessibility of key stakeholders for signoff 

B. Rapid delivery of value 

C. Refining the personas used 

D. How many features are in the backlog 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.agilealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AgileExtension_V2-MemberCopy.pdf (55) 
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